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This is a very personal story about a relatively ordinary British couple working in Uganda East

Africa. Idi Amin had fled the country after losing a war against Tanzania.This is an eye witness

account about the Ugandan citizens who had survived the killing fields of Idi Amin’s regime,

only to be brutalized by the people they thought had come to liberate them.This story reflects a

fascinating insight into the turmoil and horror of a country and its people suffering under

political and social breakdown. It would be difficult to read this book without feeling the

frustration, anxiety, compassion and fear.

"Sheila L. Skemp's The Making of a Patriot offers a concise and insightful account of a

consequential moment in the construction of the American historical narrative....Skemp brings

into much sharper focus the relationship between a single individual and the historical canvas,

between Franklin andAmerica....This study helps us better understand the dynamics and

fluidity of the [Cockpit]."--Journal of American History"Using a single incident as a point of

departure--Benjamin Franklin's humiliation by the Privy Council in 1774--Sheila Skemp

explores how and why Franklin came to renounce his allegiance to the King in order to become

one of the foremost proponents of American independence. Through her incisiveexamination of

Frankli''s personal and political struggles, Skemp sheds light on the intellectual choices and

painful decisions that were necessary for those who came to support the American cause."--

Rosemarie Zagarri, George Mason University, author of Revolutionary Backlash: Women and

Politics inthe Early American Republic"Once again Sheila Skemp demonstrates her unique

ability to illustrate the long-term consequences of an isolated incident through a single

individual. This time the person is Benjamin Franklin and the critical moment is the withering

tongue lashing he received at the Cockpit. As she skillfullycontextualizes the events preceding

and following that scathing interview in a highly readable narrative, Skemp makes a compelling

case for Franklin's disenchantment with England and the development of his American

identity."--Elaine Forman Crane, Fordham University"Sheila Skemp's lively and immensely

informative book is full of insights into both leading individuals and politics, balancing a crucial

event and the actions and intentions that shaped it. Her Franklin is a good politician, not a

perfect one; she writes to understand rather than to celebrate. Hernarrative highlights

contingency while bringing together many themes of recent scholarship."--David Waldstreicher,

Temple University, author of Runaway America: Benjamin Franklin, Slavery and the American

Revolution--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorSheila L. Skemp is the

Clare Leslie Marquette Professor of American History at the University of Mississippi.--This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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Africa is a continent whose soil has been fertilised in blood. Death never seems remote but

hangs around like the ravenous vulturesI am constantly reminded of the old adage,“if you are

not living on the edge you are taking up too much space”.This story was inspired by actual

events and is dedicated to my wife:-Kathleen Cassidy.

IntroductionThis story begins in Uganda in May 1980 after the departure of the dictator Idi

Amin and the end of his brutal regime. Amin and his army were defeated in a war that they had

perpetrated against one of their neighbours, Tanzania. During Amin’s rule [1971-79] the people

of Uganda suffered immeasurable horrors. Hundreds of thousands of its people were brutally

tortured and killed. During his rule of terror Amin introduced the “Might is Right Philosophy”

within Ugandan society; terrible violence was institutionalised as the only means to solve all

problems.However this story is not about Amin. It is about what happened in Uganda after

Amin and the formation of the Uganda National Liberation Front (U.N.L.F.).After Idi Amin fled

and left Uganda, its people were not set free, in fact they were to suffer for years living under

very strict military curfews with very restricted freedom of movement and destined to be looted,

raped, murdered and deprived of access to food and water. Schools, hospitals and clinics were

all impoverished and medicine was nonexistent. This story is about the Ugandan people who

survived the killing fields of Amin and his brutal ruthless death squads. Only to be brutalised by

the very people they thought had come to liberate them.It has been suggested, that God has

forsaken Africa. Most of its leaders show little compassion towards their people yet the average

African is so loyal, friendly and fun loving. They deserve much better.Africa is still one of the

most volatile continents in the world and will remain so until unbiased exterior pressures are

applied to exterminate corruption, greed, nepotism, ignorance and poverty.I had answered an

advert in the Daily Telegraph, which I had been reading while lying on my bunk bed on an Oil

Rig in the Ninian Field in the middle of the North Sea off the coast of Scotland. I was

interviewed in London by Crown Agents (C.A) and offered the job to manage the rehabilitation

of a Water Treatment Plant in Uganda, East Africa on the outskirts of the capital city,

Kampala.At Edinburgh Airport as I hugged my wife, who was destined to join me later, we had

no idea of the chaos and trauma that was about to unfold before us in Uganda. As I strolled

through Heathrow Airport on my way to my flight to Nairobi Kenya, I was confident and happy

to be returning to Africa. I could never have been prepared for the deprivation, economic

turmoil, terror and horror I was about to witness and be subjected to.

Previous, & Other Countries I have lived and worked in:-1971 – 1972 Saudi Arabia1972 – 1973

Nigeria. West Africa1973 – 1976 Ghana. West Africa1977 – 1980 North Sea. Oil Rigs Hook –



Ups1980 – 1984 Uganda East Africa1984 – 1985 Nigeria. West Africa1985 – 1987 Belize.

Central America1988 – 1989 Saudi Arabia1990 – 1991 Nigeria. West Africa1992 – 1993

Turkish Republic (Northern Cyprus)1994 – 1995 Botswana. Central Africa (Kalahari Desert

with the San People1996 – 1999 South Africa (After the collapse of Apartheid)2001

Ecuador2003 Bangladesh

FootnoteIn Botswana, South Africa, Ecuador and Bangladesh, we were working as volunteers

for Aid Agencies.Cass Cassidy

1: GABA ROADAt Nairobi airport in Kenya, I had to change flights from my B/A long haul flight

from London and take a short flight across Lake Victoria to Entebbe in Uganda. Through a

break in the clouds I caught my first glimpse of Lake Victoria, a blackish blue sea of fresh

water; the second largest in the world after Lake Superior in America. Lake Victoria is bordered

by Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. The lake was given its name by the explorer John Hanning

Speke in 1858. This magnificent lake is 210 miles long, 150 miles wide and sits 4.000 feet

above sea level and is drained by the mighty Nile river.It was early Monday morning on the 12

May 1980. I was back in Africa and my journey was nearly over. The small Fokker Friendship

airplane that I was in was about to land at Entebbe airport Uganda. The plane was almost

empty with only a few passengers and I was the only “Mzungu” (Swahili word for white man )

on board.A puff of white smoke appeared in the sky adjacent to the small window I was looking

out of, then another and another !!. The small airplane suddenly veered violently from side to

side and the door to the cockpit flew open. One of the two African pilots turned to gaze at us

with his eyes wide open and his white teeth gleaming as he grinned hysterically, then

shouted.“People are shooting at our airplane”. Within moments and without any warning our

small airplane bounced as it hit the ground and continued to bounce along and across tarmac

runways and eventually screeching to a halt. The two pilots were the first to leap out and

disappeared immediately into the surrounding bush. As I was contemplating what to do and

recovering from the shock one of the other passengers touched my arm and suggested.“You

had better come with me Mr Cassidy”.“Come, come where, how do you know my name” ? I

replied“Your brief case tab, I noticed it when you boarded. I am a Government Minister, we

have been expecting you. Please come something is wrong”.Once outside I noticed that all the

other passengers had gone and the African minister refused to leave without his luggage. We

eventually got our luggage out off the hold. The entire area all around us was now motionless,

silent and very eerie. We stood beside the airplane looking towards the airport with not a single

person in sight. The minister whispered with a sigh.“I should have a Government vehicle

waiting for me, come please we must go. Something is bad we must look for my transport or

some official, come”. We both ran across the airstrip towards the terminal buildings. Inside it

was empty. It was very frightening, the entire area was completely deserted; no sounds, no

people, no immigration, no customs, nothing. The minister looked scared, bewildered and

confused. He pulled my arm whispering. “Follow me something has happened. Something is

terribly wrong, we must find someone, some people, follow me”.I followed him through the

deserted airport. We stepped outside, both of us looking around. I had no idea what I was

looking for. We walked further away from the buildings and out into a car park where we saw a

solitary old Land Rover.“My transport”. Whispered the minister. There was no driver to be seen,

then; ‘psst’ this sound which seemed to come from behind us to our right.“Doctor Kirya Sir. I am

here Sir”. We both spun around. A young African male was crouched in a closed shop doorway.

He scurried up to us looking totally bewildered and informed us.“It is very bad Doctor, the



soldiers they are fighting”. The minister enquired.“Where? What has happened boy?”.“I don’t

know sir, when I left Kampala this morning soldiers were shooting and shouting. When I arrived

here more soldiers were also shooting, I leave your transport to go hide”.“Okay okay, let us get

to Kampala quickly now, come Mr Cassidy”. This minister! Dr Kirya instructed me to get into the

back of the vehicle with the luggage then he climbed into the front with the young driver.We

had only been travelling for ten or fifteen minutes when our Land Rover appeared to be slowing

down, then it stopped. I heard voices, but before I could do anything four heavily armed African

soldiers were all pointing guns at me and shouting in a foreign language. The minister also

appeared at the vehicle tail-gate begging with both his hands held as if in prayer as he spoke

to the soldiers. When he turned towards me he looked very frightened and very distressed. He

slowly held both his arms up in the air like one surrenders then informed me.“Please, you must

very slowly get out of the vehicle and don’t move fast, just slowly climb out. You must lie face

down on the road, please slowly”. As I climbed out of the back of the vehicle all the soldiers

moved back into a semi circle. I counted six of them all shouting, all pointing their guns at me.

Lying face down on the road I felt something like gun nozzles being pressed into the small of

my back then one into the back of my head. My legs were kicked open and I was now spread

eagled face down on this road. The soldiers around me were shouting and arguing violently

and after ten or fifteen minutes the prods into my back and the top of my head eased, then

stopped.“Please you must come up very slowly please”. Uttered the minister. He helped me up

off the road and the trepidation on the faces of the soldiers and the minister was clear. The

clothes from my suit-case were scattered all over the road. The minister was now talking in a

strange language to the soldiers and then more arguments. I stood motionless. One of the

soldiers stepped forward and screamed at me. The minister instructed me.“You must put both

hands on top of your head slowly please”. After a few more minutes of shouting and arguments

the minister told me to collect my clothes and put them into my baggage, he assisted me.

While we were picking up my clothes the minister whispered to me.“Please, you must be very,

very, careful, our provisional leader has been overthrown and these soldiers thought you were

a mercenary. They wanted to kill you, we must get you to Kampala”.Four more times we were

stopped and four more times I was spreadeagled face down on the road with gun nozzles

rammed into my back and head. My clothes were tipped out onto the road. I was mute scared

and felt sure that one of these unruly African soldiers was going to put a bullet into the back of

my head and I could do nothing. Shouting, guns stabbing into the back off my head, boots

inches from my face as I lay belly down on the road was all that I was aware off. After what

seemed like hours sitting once more in the rear of our Land Rover petrified and traumatized, I

was aware that we had entered a built up area. The streets were still and deserted. It was like

the end of the world that I had known just a few hours ago. Our vehicle stopped again. I

immediately froze waiting for the screaming, shouting and the guns.The minister appeared at

the tail gate looking very distressed and grinned apprehensively as he informed me.“This is

Kampala, we have reached Kampala please come down, you must come with me quickly”. He

ran into a building only stopping to indicate I should follow. Inside it was similar to Entebbe

airport and the streets of Kampala; ghostly empty and deserted. The minister informed

me.“This is our headquarters for Water and Sanitation, please, wait here”. He darted up a wide

open staircase and within minutes returned panting only to inform me.“There is no one

present, we must go now quickly, come”. He trotted out of the building once more only stopping

to indicate to me that I follow. He stopped at the entrance and poked his head out then ran to

the Land Rover with me directly behind him. He was sweating as he said.“The British High

Commission (B.H.C.) is just at the top of this road, you must go there at once, they will assist



you, we must leave quickly”. Before I could utter a single word in protest as I intended to do,

the driver had removed my suitcase from the vehicle. The minister shook my limp arm and

jumped into the vehicle which immediately roared into a u turn and vanished back down the

road.I looked around. It was so hushed it was as if you could actually hear the silence. I took

hold of my suitcase and slowly but cautiously wandered up the wide road. I could hear every

single step made by the leather soles of my shoes as they broke the deafening eerie silence. I

believe I tried to tip toe so as not to make any noise, then I saw my first sign of life. A soldier

with a rifle peeped out of a doorway vanishing again swiftly. A few other soldiers glanced out to

look at me for seconds then disappeared. I was terrified that they would decide to shoot me so

I stopped. I laid my suitcase on the road and I truly wanted to run but thought about it. I

remembered that if you are in the bush and are suddenly confronted by a lion you must never

turn and run, if you do you are dead. After a few minutes I picked up my suitcase and

continued. I had been wandering up the left hand side of the road near the gutter. I now for

some unknown reason found myself drifting into the centre of this wide road moving away from

the doorways where the soldiers had briefly appeared from. Without warning a dog trotted

directly across my path with a black human arm gripped tightly in it’s mouth. Horrified, I

whimpered aloud and staggered once more to a halt. I looked around as if to say to the

soldiers in hiding. ‘Oh, my god. Did you see That’ ? It was a good few minutes before I felt

steady enough on my feet to continue in spite of the fact I knew I must keep going.I had

reached B.H.C. [The British High Commission] the Union Jack flag was limp on it’s pole, I ran

up the wide half circular steps to a large glass door with steel shutters on the inside, all closed.

I battered on the glass door until it was vibrating and rattling. Once again there was nothing but

the silence. Once again it appeared that the entire city had been abandoned. I was sweating

profusely, very scared and very angry. This was an Africa unknown to me. I turned around and

caught a glimpse of at least three soldiers in different buildings on the opposite side of the road

all looking in my direction and then they disappeared. Obviously I had broken the silence!

However, there was still no response from the B.H.C. building. Facing the buildings where the

soldiers were in hiding, with my back to the B.H.C., I once more began banging on the large

glass doors with the palms of my hands. The noise once more lured the hidden soldiers with

their guns out off the buildings on the opposite side of the road. They appeared to gape at me,

and then each other, as if wondering, ‘who is this crazy Mzungu (white man)?’ then they

vanished once more. The terrible heat, the silence and the fear all became one. I was about to

break this silence once more by banging and rattling the glass door when I heard movement

from within. I quickly turned to face the glass door and realised immediately that by back was

vulnerable to the hide and seek soldiers with their guns.People were talking behind the steel

shutters, I banged repeatedly on the glass. The steel shutter moved slightly then wide enough

to expose two white people. One a youngish looking guy with what looked like a machine gun

cradled in his hands. The other person, an older, smaller, stocky guy waved his hands at me in

a motion of dismissal. I screamed.“Let me in, please, let me in”!! The elder of them continued

to wave his hands at me indicating he wanted me to go away. He was also saying something to

me. It was then that I realised we could not hear each other or talk to each other. I fumbled in

my brief-case and pushed my passport photo against the glass door. The chap indicating I

should go away stepped forward to look. He stepped back and produced a bunch of keys from

his belt. After a few minutes he began to lift the steel shutter higher then unlocked the glass

door. He then enquired.“What the hell are you dayin oot [ doing out ] there Cassidy”. I

squeezed myself through the space that had been opened in the glass door as he was talking

at me, dragging my suitcase behind me. This little guy that had been trying to chase me away



was a fellow Scot! As soon as I entered he closed and locked the glass door and steel shutter

then further enquired.“Well Mr Cassidy where the hell have you surfaced from you’re supposed

to be holed up in Nairobi”! Unable to speak and still trying to pull myself together I noticed the

other guy with the machine gun had gone, my fellow Scot continued.“Let’s go through to my

office. My name is Les, Les Hamilton. I’m responsible for security. lets go and you can tell me

what the hell is going on. Oh, let me help you with that suitcase”. In Hamilton’s office I

explained that I had just flown into Entebbe and told him what had happened to me. His

response was.“Bloody hell Laddie yer lucky”. He explained that he and Willie Hansen a Crown

Agent Representative, and two security guards had come into the office this morning to try and

find out what has happening and why. He lifted a phone and had a chat with a guy named

Willie and informed him that I was in the building. He then informed me that they were just

about to leave when I unexpectedly arrived. He continued to explain that late on Sunday

evening or very early this morning, the Interim leader of the country Hon Binaisa had been

overthrown in a Coup d; etat. The head of the Coup was a P. Muwanga, Chairman of the

military council. Both were members of the Uganda National Liberation Front.

FootnoteDuring Amin’s Military rule, after overthrowing Milton Obote on Xmas day 1971 with

the assistance of the Israelis, his regime systematically destroyed all possible opposition.

Amin’s soldiers unceremoniously murdered every officer and soldier from Obote’s tribe, the

Langi and their neighbours the Acholi tribe. The entire Ugandan Police force was dismantled,

senior officers and policemen that did not flee the country were arrested and killed. Ministers

that served under Obote were thrown into the boots of cars and taken to Naguro or Makindye

prison and murdered. Makerere University Lecturers, Barristers, and many prominent

Ugandans that did not flee the country were eventually arrested and murdered. During Amin’s

rule, 1971-1979, he and his regime perpetrated a violent campaign against perceived

opponents including hundreds of thousands of innocent civilians.With Uganda firmly under his

sadistic control, Amin’s army during 1978-1979 frequently invaded Tanzania. Eventually during

these invasions in 1979 President Nyerere of Tanzania sent his army to expel Amin’s troops

from the Tanzanian border. Amin’s undisciplined army could do nothing but flee. With little

resistance the Tanzanian army found themselves walking into Entebbe, then Kampala. Uganda

had fallen.Amin fled to Libya and finally to Saudi Arabia, where he died in 2001. His army was

scattered all over the northern area of Uganda and into Sudan. Uganda was in a vacuum, No

government, No army, No police-force, No law or Order, only a victorious Tanzanian Army.In

March that year (1979) the (U.N.L.F) Uganda National Liberation Front was formed by

prominent Ugandans in exile, and there were many. Until proper democratic elections were

held, the U.N.L.F would be responsible for re-establishing Law and Order and defend human

rights for all Ugandans.Professor Lule exiled in England, was sworn in as President. Mr A. p

Ojoke exiled in Kenya, was sworn in as Deputy. Mr P. Muwanga exiled in England, was sworn in

as Chairman of the Military Commission. After a few months (June 1979) Mr Binasia replaced

Pro Lule as President?President Nyerere of Tanzania agreed to leave troops in Uganda to

prevent Amin’s troops re-grouping and to assist the U.N.L.F. and maintain law and order.

However, the U.N.L.F. would also be responsible for the financial upkeep of that army.?

(Uganda was bankrupt) !!

2: GABA ROADA bespectacled chap burst into Les Hamilton’s office gasping, and said to

me.“Hi I’m Willie Hansen Crown Agents representative in Uganda. I have been on the phone to

our office in Nairobi. The chap that was to meet you at the airport to stop you coming to



Uganda could not find you. Obviously you had gone into the departure lounge”. I looked at this

young guy for a few seconds, another Scot! I should have felt joyful but it was not possible, I

replied.“So, I was in the department lounge, that’s where I was supposed to be, so it’s my fault I

arrived in this country in the middle of a bloody war”.“Well there’s no harm done, you are okay”.

Was Hansen’s response.“No, no, no my friend, I am not okay, I am very far from being Okay”. I

paced around Hamilton’s office. I was furious and reiterated to Hansen.“I am not okay. I was

nearly killed out there, not once, not twice, many fucking times so I am not okay. Do you

understand that ? Do you !?”. Hansen was a tall thin guy with blonde hair, thick glasses and a

deep intellectual forehead. He looked at me over the top of the rims of his very expensive

looking glasses. It was Hamilton who broke the impasse by suggesting.“Well gents you will

have to excuse me, I should check and see what’s going on and I think you should take this to

your own office Willie”. Hamilton left the room and Hansen’s response was.“Well, we should try

and get you to your accommodation”. I replied.“Accommodation, what are you talking

about”.“You’ll be staying with the Thompson’s until such time as your house is allocated to you.

Before you leave you must sign the B.H.C. visitor book”.“Wait, wait a minute, Willie is it?”.“Yes,

Willie Hansen”.“Well Mr Willie you know what you can do with your visitor book and

furthermore I am going nowhere. You want me to go back out there? Do you know the place is

crawling with African soldiers all hiding in the surrounding buildings and all carrying automatic

machine guns”. Hansen’s response was.“When the time is right we’ll be leaving with armed

guards. I suggest you stay at the Thompson’s until the National Water & Sewerage Corporation

makes contact with you”.Les Hamilton walked back into his office and informed Hansen that his

secretary wanted to speak to him on his office phone. Hansen left.“Where are you from

Cassidy”. Enquired Hamilton.“Edinburgh”.“I’m from Dundee”. Continued Hamilton.“Where is

Hansen from”. I enquired.“Willie, oh Willie’s from Stirling”. Hanson returned with the guy that I

saw previously through the glass door with the gun, and another chap. Hamilton explained to

me.“These are Embassy Security Staff Tom and Charlie. You’ll be leaving soon and they’ll be

escorting you to the Thompson’s house”. At that precise moment gunfire erupted from outside

and Hamilton never finished his explanation. The phone rang and as he was talking the gunfire

erupted again only this time it lasted a little longer. At one point Hamilton tilted the phone

asking the person on the other side if they could hear the gunfire. He explained that they had

been preparing to leave then after a few seconds he replaced the phone. Again single gun fire

shot’s then machine gun bursts. The gun fire appeared to be coming from the front doors.

Hamilton and the two security guys left the office after suggesting Hansen and I should remain.

After a few minutes Hansen also departed without saying a word. As I sat alone in my desolate

misery looking down at my once immaculate light grey suit, now dishevelled and covered in

dirty blotches, I could only heave a single sigh.The gun fire appeared to have stopped. My

Seiko watch indicated it was 1440 hours 12 May 1980, less than twenty four hours ago I was in

peaceful tranquil Duns in the Scottish Borders. Presently it was very doubtful I would ever

return. Hamilton returned alone then within minutes the two security guys arrived with Hansen.

Hamilton started explaining that the Old Man (The High Commissioner) was sending a further

two armed security guys that were presently at his residence with him. They would stop their

Land Rover at the side gate and we must all be ready to leave together providing they consider

it safe. If not we would open the side gate and let them enter. He further explained that the

Land Rover presently parked in B.H.C. yard would be used by the present two security guys to

take and escort me to the Thompson’s. The second Land Rover which would arrive soon with

the two other armed security guys would escort Hansen and himself back to their homes. A

portable radio crackled and Hamilton lifted it from his belt then informed us.“Okay lets go they



are approaching the side gate”.The five of us retreated out into a large yard where a Land

Rover was sitting with its engine running. Hamilton and Hansen ran towards a huge metal gate.

I was edged towards the waiting Land Rover by Tom and Charlie the two armed security guys.

Tom, the young guy, threw my suitcase into the rear of the Land Rover and indicated I should

follow. He leapt in behind me as Charlie disappeared up front behind the driving wheel. Our

Land Rover shot out of the yard gates and into the street as Hamilton was opening them.

Another civilian with a machine-gun was standing outside beside another Land Rover and it’s

driver. We did a sharp right hand turn and the second Land Rover was soon on our tail. I heard

the static of their hand sets as they were obviously in touch with each other. We were travelling

fast, not fast enough to miss the rows of violated and smashed empty shops. Tom was sitting at

the tail gate with his machine-gun on his lap. Both Land Rovers were very close, with Hamilton

sitting beside the driver in the one behind us. At a junction we passed some bodies that were

lying on the road. I exhaled “Jesus Christ”, partially to my inner self and to Tom and the bodies

lying in the street. I just wanted to be somewhere else, anywhere. I asked Tom.“Are you guys

part of the B.H.C. staff”. He ignored me. He didn’t even look at me, just kept looking out onto

the passing roads and the Land Rover behind us. I asked again.“Are you military”. He

eventually looked at me and his expression confirmed that he did not like my line of

questioning and mumbled something about ‘just doing a job’. Our Land Rover slowed down

and stopped abruptly. A dog was barking as Tom jumped over and out of the rear tail gate of

our vehicle shouting.“This is the Thompson’s house. Get ready, we won’t be stopping just

dropping you off”. The Land Rover pulled into a driveway exposing a young African boy who

was holding one half off a huge metal gate open. As soon as the Land Rover stopped Tom ran

to the tail-gate. He grabbed my suitcase and dropped it unceremoniously onto the gravel

driveway. I reluctantly climbed out and dropped down onto the pebbled ground.
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Anna, “Nellie's Banana Wine. It's a book, which will take you for a breathtaking weekend trip-

once you have a glance at the first page, you can't put it down till you reach the last one, which

in my case took one weekend. The fact it's a kind of personal diary (and few grammar only add

the charm) makes it more irresistible. On top it gives a good insight into Ugandan history- a

useful completion to documentaries and Wikipedia. I feel a part of the Ugandan crowd from the

80s now & would not say "no" to a glass or two of banana wine.”

D.C, “Page turning excitement. This first time book takes you .... Page turning excitement. This

first time book takes you to Uganda in Africa where the people who survived the killing fields of

Idi Amin are subjected to further violence by the very people who arrived in their country to

free them. There was not a single family in Uganda who did not suffer. Innocent people were

killed for the shoes or shirt that they were wearing. This is a story that will make you cry, but

you will need to turn the pages to learn more.”
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